ONE BLOWER — MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

Easily convert one Sentinel configuration to another

SENTINEL XL® CBRN

CBRN Applications:

- Cap 2 NIOSH-approved loose-fitting CBRN PAPR
- Unique lay-flat butyl hood design
- NIOSH-approved backpack configuration

CBRN Cap 2 Conversion Kit (S-5000-05)

- Butyl hood assembly
- 3 CBRN cartridges
- CBRN Cap 2 User’s Manual
**SENTINEL XL® HP**
Infectious Disease/Pandemic Planning

- Single-size headpiece eliminates need to buy and stock multiple sizes
- System is convertible to CBRN applications through change of hood/breathing tube and filters
- Protective head cover allows for stethoscope use
- Secure threaded breathing tube/hood interface is easy to use

**HP Conversion Kit (S-3000-05)**

- Protective head cover
- 2 HEPA cartridges and plug
- HP breathing tube
- HP user’s manual